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1I’m getting old



How doing my job has evolved over time
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2My experience is depreciating



How doing my job has evolved over time



Three pillars of a modern digital marketing team

Relevance                  Measurement                 Experimentation



To the moon!

“To enable teams to maximize ROI by automated, 
large-scale and data-driven search advertising”



Usual stakeholders in a paid search role



Different interests to keep in mind

•Business Interests
Considering activities that either bring in money or support a strategic goal

•Political Interests
Considering internal impact of activities and hierarchy levels involved

•Personal Interests
Considering impact of activities on my team and my development



Example of possible paid search product request

“As a local demand manager, I want to show promotions 
for my categories on relevant keyword queries in Google”

“Mkay”



No product management meeting without Post-its!



Doing some simple story mapping and sprint planning



The MVP in a Google Ads environment

1. Excel (+Macro) + Editor / Bulk Upload

2. Google Ads Scripts

3. Google Ads API

4. Official feature



What not to build?

•Not supported in API (impossible to scale)

•Stuff that only serves your personal interest

•Not in line with Google’s long term strategy

•Already in Alpha, Beta or actual feature



Good paid search products likely have limited 
lifetime



3I’m no longer trying
to outsmart Google



Been there, done that, got the suspension 
warning

Image source: SearchEngineLand.com



A good relationship with Google is key

Examples

•Take Beta participation seriously

•Adopt new features but be smart about your inputs

•Google Events provide a glimpse of what’s ahead



The future of paid search is in it’s “NEW” name



Setting up a new campaign looks like this, right?

Doing Keyword research
Making Keyword combinations

Putting Keywords in an account structure
Creating relevant Ads for the Keywords

Determining starting Bids
Setting Landing Pages

Upload everything

Finding out if Keywords work



Setting up a new campaign with less waste

Doing Keyword research
Making Keyword combinations

Putting Keywords in an account structure
Creating some relevant Ads for the Keywords

Determining starting bids
Setting landing pages

Upload everything

Finding out if Keywords work



You are what you sell & you sell what you have online

DSA



Adopting Google Tech with some level of control

EXPLORE EXPLOIT
feed based DSA +

automated bidding +
likely capped budget +

+ exact match type
+ ROI based bidding
+ uncapped budget

<>



Bidding changed, from manual to magic!



Unlock internal data for usage in smart bidding

Examples

•Work with pricing department and use their data and 
decisions as inputs

• Setup and analyze e.g. Age Audiences and match with 
your customer behavior

• Use Offline Conversion Upload to provide values that 
include predicted costs and CLV



Provide Google with clear directions



Three words I think Google doesn’t like

Amazon Incrementality EU



Experiment and automate using external tools



Thanks for listening!


